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Directions for Use
Rinse The Incredible Egg Washer™ with hot water prior to
use to remove any debris.
Fill egg washer with 3-gallons of 90-100 degree F. water.
Add Egg Wash powder per directions on egg wash detergent container.
Insert the egg basket with eggs properly spaced so as to
have the top layer of the eggs as flat as possible.
Two weight discs are provided to hold the eggs in place..
Please use the disc that most closely fits the diameter of the
basket at the top of the eggs in the basket. Gently lay the
weight disc on the eggs. The smaller diameter disc should
be used when there are just one or two layers of eggs, and
the larger diameter disc should be used if the basket is more
than half full of eggs. Use only one weight disc when washing eggs. Add water as necessary to be 1 or 2 inches above
eggs.
Affix the enclosed red air hose assembly to your air compressor hose. Use only the air hose assembly furnished with
the egg washer and feed it through the loop mounted on the
side of the egg washer near the top. This prevents wash water from backing up into the air compressor when the compressor is shut off. If air hose is not fed through the loop,
damage may occur to your air compressor. Attach the
screw-on air chuck to the air valve at the base of The Incredible Egg Washer™ and start air compressor.
Set airflow with regulator on air compressor outlet, if
equipped, to create a turbulent, but not violent, bubbling
action in the egg washer. Too much air flow will cause eggs
to bounce and crack. Ideal airflow is 2 c.f.m. (cubic feet of
air per minute). (Fall Harvest Products® distributes a small air
compressor that is sized exactly for this application. It weighs
5 lbs., operates on house current (120 volts), and pressure is
pre-set. Find dealers at www.FallHarvestProducts.com or by
calling toll free to 1-866-352-6652).
Cover egg washer loosely with cover to avoid splashing water. Do not snap cover down over lip. For your safety, in
the event that cover is inadvertently snapped down over the
lip, air pressure will not build up in The Incredible Egg
Washer™. Vent holes have been provided near the top of
the rim to vent excess air. Wash water may occasionally

drip from these holes. DO NOT BLOCK THESE HOLES!
9. After approximately 10-15 minutes, or sooner if eggs appear clean, stop air compressor and remove air hose. Remove cover and egg basket, and let eggs drain in sink
while remaining in the basket. Dump wash water and rinse
out The Incredible Egg Washer™.
10. Fill with 3 gallons of 90-100 degree rinse water with no
additives or chemicals in the water. Put egg basket with
eggs back into The Incredible Egg Washer™ in the rinse
water. Cover egg washer. Affix air chuck to the valve
stem and start air compressor. Run for at least 3 minutes
to allow eggs to get a good rinse with the turbulent water.
Shut down as in Step #9.
11. Remove the egg basket from rinse water, remove weight
disc and run warm tap water over eggs while still in basket
to complete a final rinse. Remove and inspect eggs. Any
eggs that still have debris on them may be hand washed
with the egg brush or egg scrubbing pad under running
warm water and loosened debris will be easily removed.
12. Dry eggs on towels or air dry in basket and immediately
store eggs under refrigeration. Optionally, you may now
coat eggs with egg oil (food grade mineral oil) to give
eggs luster, replace the bloom and seal the pores.
13. Rinse and clean The Incredible Egg Washer™ with hot water, being sure to remove any heavy debris that may have
sank to the bottom during the wash or rinse. Towel dry,
being careful not to disturb the delicate air tube at the
bottom. Rinse the egg basket, weight discs, and egg
brush. After drying these items, put them inside and cover
The Incredible Egg Washer™ so that it will be clean for
next use. If the air chuck assembly can be removed from
the air hose, then remove it and store it in a plastic zip lock
bag or wrap it in a paper towel and store it in the egg
washer so you don’t lose it. Please store The Incredible
Egg Washer™ away from children. It is not a toy and
must remain clean for next use.
CAUTION: As with any 5-gallon pail, use caution
around children. Children, especially small children,
may drown by tipping top-heavy into the pail and not
be able to get righted without assistance! Never use The
Incredible Egg Washer™ out of your presence for
safety’s sake!
Enjoy your new egg washer!

